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helps convert to google sheet and you can use it anywhere but it's annoying that it's an add-on. I like the templates a lot and am happy with the paid version. Has
anyone used their free version, or if you're using Revise Pro, can you share how you're using it? Me too, since that time, a lot has changed. My setup is: G Suite
& Google Sheet (3.6.7) Revise Pro (Pro 4) & Plus (for Chrome, personal). To use it, I follow a workflow of sorts: Create a new google sheet with the template I

want to use. I use "edit -> copy" a lot. Sometimes I have to go back to the template and do it again. From the first sheet, open Revise Pro. Import the sheets. I
used the template I made in the first sheet. I use the "Import Google Template" option. I saved the template in Google Drive. Go back to the second sheet, and
use "edit -> paste as Google Sheet" Delete the first sheet. Thank you for this great software, if I had known about it a year ago I wouldn't have wasted so much

time on Google Sheets. Revise pro 4.0 is really good, I think I'll be moving to paid, but so far so good. I too have found that 3.6.6 is the latest version that works
with templates. Also, if you have the Office version (either 2016 or 2017) you can access Revise from within the spreadsheet. You just need to make sure you
have "About Google Docs" turned on. That allows Revise to send the spreadsheet in the background. The templates have been updated to work in Revise 4.0.

New Revise 3.6 templates should continue to work in 3.6.6, and new Revise 4.0 templates will work with both versions.Q: Place image sprite on top of another
image sprite with absolute positioning This is the outcome of the code I have (image sprite):
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